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Abstract: With the wide use of Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) in many applications, targets of
advanced persistent threats (APTs) have been extended to the IoT and industrial control systems.
Provenance graph analysis based on system audit logs has become a promising way for APT detection
and investigation. However, we cannot afford to ignore that existing provenance-based APT detection
systems lack the process–context information at system runtime, which seriously limits detection
performance. In this paper, we proposed ConGraph, an approach for detecting APT attacks using
provenance graphs combined with process context; we presented a module for collecting process
context to detect APT attacks. This module collects file access behavior, network access behavior,
and interactive relationship features of processes to enrich semantic information of the provenance
graph. It was the first time that the provenance graph was combined with multiple process–context
information to improve the detection performance of APT attacks. ConGraph extracts process activity
features from the provenance graphs and submits the features to a CNN-BiLSTM model to detect
underlying APT activities. Compared to some state-of-the-art models, our model raised the average
precision rate, recall rate, and F-1 score by 13.12%, 25.61%, and 24.28%, respectively.

Keywords: APT; CPS; attack detection; process context

1. Introduction

Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) integrate sensing, computing, control, and networking
technologies to support monitoring and feedback loops of cyber systems and continuously
improve the performance of physical processes [1]. In recent years, CPS technologies have
been applied in a variety of scenarios such as smart homes, power grids, the Internet of
Vehicles, and healthcare. However, such systems, like traditional network information
systems, have become the targets of advanced persistent threats (APTs) [2–5]. According
to ENISA [6] and NIST [7] guidelines, a recent trend in the IoT domain concerns the
certification of security features of IoT devices [8,9]. Therefore, it is important to study APT
attack-detection methods in CPS environments.

APT attacks are long-term and complex cyberattacks carried out by highly skilled
and organized attackers. Government agencies, large corporations, research institutes,
and other important organizations are typically the targets of such attacks. APT attackers
meticulously design attack steps and customize attack methods to steal sensitive data or
disrupt systems while ensuring stealth. APT attacks can pose a significant security threat
to various types of CPS systems. For instance, in 2010, the ‘Stuxnet’ worm attacked Iranian
nuclear facilities [2]. In 2015, the Ukrainian power grid was attacked by the ‘BlackEnergy’
malware [3]. In 2016, the ‘Mirai’ malware compromised a large number of IoT devices and
used them to launch large-scale distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks, disrupting
numerous mainstream sites [4]. In 2018, the ‘VPNFilter’ malware affected 500,000 IoT
devices in at least 54 countries and regions, creating a massive botnet [5].
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APT attacks are often difficult to detect due to their long term and stealth. Attackers
can remain undetected in the system for a long period of time and utilize a series of attack
techniques to damage the user systems [10]. Traditional intrusion detection techniques are
typically only able to detect single-point network intrusions, making it challenging to detect
the complex attack patterns of APT [11,12]. Existing methods for detecting APT attacks
include rule-based, anomaly-based, and provenance-based detection. While rule-based
detection can be efficient, it has limitations. For example, it is weak in detecting unknown
threats. Fixed rules can be bypassed when an adversary uses 0-day vulnerabilities for
an attack, so the method relies on a long-maintained rule database. Secondly, designing
rules requires the expertise of professionals in the fields of threat modeling, operating
systems, and computer networks, which can be a labor-intensive process. Anomaly-based
detection techniques alert processes within the system when their behavior deviates from
the normal pattern by learning the behavioral patterns within the system under normal
operating conditions [13]. This approach is capable of detecting unknown attacks such
as 0-day attacks, but due to the long-term character of APT attacks, the model may be
subject to poisoning attacks while learning normal behavior within the system, and the
detection results tend to have a high false alarm rate. Additionally, system evolution
can make it challenging to characterize normal behavior, which may degrade detection
performance [14]. Provenance-based detection methods utilize provenance data, such as
operating system audit logs, to detect APT attacks. To improve detection performance,
researchers extract key information from system logs and audit records and convert it into
a directed acyclic graph. Nodes in the graph represent system entities (e.g., processes,
files, and network connections) and edges represent causal relationships between them. A
simplified APT attack process is depicted in Figure 1, where the attacker gains access to the
user terminal by exploiting Firefox vulnerabilities and delivers the payload. Subsequently,
‘cmd’ process executes the malicious commands sent by the attacker and the ‘svchost’
process performs information gathering and sends it to the attack host. The provenance
graph provides a clear understanding of the interaction between system entities and can
connect causally related events, even if they are separated by a long period of time [15].
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lacks critical context information, such as the interactions between processes and the
security characteristics of the files in the runtime of the system. This limitation leads
to a high false positive in detecting APT attacks; (b) The large size of the provenance
graph makes it difficult to extract the sequences characterizing process behavior from the
graph. In this paper, we propose ConGraph, an APT attack detection method based on a
provenance graph and process context in a CPS environment. To construct the provenance
graph, ConGraph collects provenance data, such as system audit logs. Furthermore, it
also collects process-behavioral records and file features related to process operations to
form the process–context information. The provenance graph is compressed using a graph-
compression algorithm and then fused with process–context information. Next, feature
sequences representing the node behaviors are extracted from the fused provenance graph.
Finally, the sequence-based model CNN-BiLSTM is used to detect APT attacks.

The main contributions of this paper are summarized below:

(1) A new APT attack detection method ConGraph is proposed. It incorporates rich
process–context information and file features at system runtime during the construc-
tion of a provenance graph to model fine-grained process behavior patterns.

(2) We present a module for collecting contextual information to detect APT attacks,
which collects features such as the file-access behavior of processes, network-access
behavior, and interactive relationships between processes to enrich the provenance-
graph structure. The detection efficiency is improved by using a graph-compression
algorithm to reduce the computational scale.

(3) We reproduced experiments based on a public dataset to collect process context during
system runtime and evaluated our method. The experimental results demonstrate the
effectiveness of our approach in detecting APT activities.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the related
work. Section 3 describes the threat model and related definitions in the paper. Section 4
introduces the architecture of ConGraph in detail. The experiments and results of ConGraph
are described in Section 5. Section 6 summarizes our work and outlines future work.

2. Related Work

Provenance-based methodologies have emerged as a promising area of research in
detecting APT attacks. These methods aim to extract key information from audit logs to
distinguish APT attack behaviors from normal system activities and common system errors.
The methods employed in provenance-based APT attack detection are broadly classified
into three types: rule-based, statistical-based, and learning-based [16].

Rule-based approaches utilize a priori knowledge such as attack patterns of known
vulnerabilities to construct heuristic rules to detect APT attacks. SLEUTH [17] pioneered
the reconstruction of APT attacks using provenance graphs. It categorizes system audit
logs into four levels of confidentiality: public, private, sensitive, and secret. Labels and
policies are introduced to assign different weights to the dependency graphs and identify
system entities and events that are most likely involved in an APT attack. Poirot [18]
suggested combining threat intelligence with provenance graphs to detect APT attacks.
This involves collecting external IoC relationship information, extracting and constructing
a query graph of attack behaviors, matching and aligning the attack graph with the system
provenance graph through a graph-matching algorithm, and ultimately generating alerts
and forensic analysis results. Holmes [19] proposes a hierarchical framework for detecting
APT attacks. The key component of this framework is an intermediate layer called HSG.
HSG aligns low-level APT attacks with provenance graphs based on rules derived from
domain knowledge (e.g., ATT&CK framework). These rules map low-level audit data to
attack intent, bridging the semantic gap between low-level audit data and attack intent.
CONAN [20] presents a state-based framework that abstracts each system entity, such as
a process or a file, into a Finite State Automata (FSA)-like structure. The state is inferred
through predefined rules, and the state sequences are used for APT detection. Rule-based
detection methods are efficient and easy to deploy. However, designing effective rules
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relies heavily on in-depth domain knowledge, and rules can easily fail if conditions change.
Therefore, rule-based methods have major limitations when facing unknown APT attacks.

Statistical-based approaches are utilized to detect anomalies in the provenance graph
by constructing statistical features of the system’s behavior. PrioTracker [21] proposes a
causal tracker that prioritizes anomalous dependencies in the tracking process. To distin-
guish anomalous system events, PrioTracker builds a reference model of daily activities
in the system as a way to quantify the scarcity of each event. After that, the priority score
of each event is calculated based on its scarcity and topological features in the prove-
nance graph, and finally, the information paths with high priority scores are searched.
Nodoze [22] generates a causal graph of alert events and assigns an anomaly score to each
edge in the dependency graph based on the frequency of occurrence of the relevant events.
However, since statistical analysis considers direct (causal) links in the provenance graph
and lacks the expression of semantic relationships between system entities, this leads to a
large number of false positives in the detection.

To overcome the limitations of the aforementioned approaches, researchers have begun
developing APT detection models using learning-based methods. Unicorn [15] proposed
constructing histograms and computing graph sketches using provenance graphs of normal
behaviors within the system to detect APT attacks in the absence of prior knowledge of
the attack. However, due to the limitations of graph–kernel methods, they have difficulty
detecting stealth threats. THREATRACE [23] utilizes GraphSAGE to learn the structural
information of different types of entities within the system in the provenance graph. It
identifies anomalous nodes within the system through semi-supervised learning and multi-
modeling frameworks to detect and track APT attacks. SHADEWATCHER [16] maps the
concept of system-entity interactions to user-item interactions in recommendations. It
detects cyber threats by predicting system entities’ preferences for their interacting entities
and utilizes graph neural networks to improve detection.

Furthermore, log-based anomaly detection has shown advancements in detecting APT
attacks. Log2Vec [24] transforms log entries into a heterogeneous graph and applies hetero-
geneous graph embedding techniques to represent each log entry as a low-dimensional
vector. This method distinguishes between malicious and benign log entries based on their
respective vectors. DeepLog [25] is a deep-learning-based log-anomaly detection method
that models system logs as natural language sequences and uses long short-term memory
(LSTM) neural networks to learn normal log patterns. DeepAG [26] utilizes the Transformer
model to map log sequences into vector form, thus reducing the loss of semantic informa-
tion. It proposes a bi-directional model that includes forward and backward LSTMs for the
detection of abnormal logs.

3. Preliminary
3.1. Threat Model

In this paper, our goal is to detect anomalous entities in a host caused by intrusion
activities. We assume that the adversary comes from outside the system and its goal is to
steal valuable information inside the system. The attacker has the following characteristics.

(1) Persistence. The attack activity lasts for a long time.
(2) Stealthy. The attacker will try to mix the malicious activity with a lot of normal activity

and try to disguise the malicious activity as normal activity.
(3) An attack pattern exists in the provenance graph. In order to accomplish a mali-

cious activity that is different from the benign activity, the attacker’s behavior should
have some attack patterns in the provenance graph. The malicious node has a dif-
ferent local structure or contextual information compared to benign nodes in the
provenance graph.

(4) C&C communication. The victim host needs to communicate with the attacker to
complete the attack commands and steal high-value information from the victim host.

For example, as shown in Figure 2, we provide a typical APT attack scenario which will
be used as an example in this paper. In a wireless sensor network (WSN), numerous sensor
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nodes gather data from a monitoring area and form a self-organized network. The data
collected by multiple sensor nodes are transmitted and processed through an intermediate
node host to reach the sink node. Then, the sink node transmits the data to the control
server through the network. An attacker creates a malicious Office file from the Internet and
sends it to the target host via a phishing email. Personnel at the control center download
the email and open the malicious Office file without checking its security. The malicious file
exploits an Office vulnerability (e.g., CVE-2017-11882 [27]) to gain privileges on the target
system. The vulnerability was exploited by the attacker to send an executable program
to the target host. This program was used to perform a port scan and gather information
from the target network. The attacker then established a silent connection with the host
and moved laterally to attack the servers within the control center. Figure 2 depicts the
topology of the threat model. The control center comprises the wireless sensor network
control server and the corresponding database. It is responsible for controlling the sensor
nodes in the WSN and distributing relevant information to the Internet. The control center
operates in an intranet environment and communicates with the Internet through edge
machines and with the wireless sensor network through sink nodes.
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Furthermore, it is assumed that ConGraph itself is not under attack, and the prove-
nance data has not been tampered with by attackers to obfuscate the model.

3.2. Definitions

Definition 1. Active node. Active nodes in the provenance graph are those with active behaviors or
are related to critical behaviors. There are two categories of active nodes: first, nodes with non-zero
out-degree, indicating active interactions with other nodes; and second, nodes that serve as the
destination nodes of critical behaviors, which may play a key role in the attacker’s intrusion and
attack propagation process.

Definition 2. Critical behaviors. Critical behaviors are a set of edge types in the provenance
graph that represent specific system activities. Examples of critical behaviors include file writes,
file encryption, and processes connecting to the network. Nodes associated with critical behaviors
usually involve file modifications or network access and may become crucial links in an attack path
or malicious activity.
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Definition 3. Action subgraph. The action subgraph is a subgraph related to the active node
vi extracted from the provenance graph that fused with the process context. It can be denoted as
Ĝi =

(
V̂i

active, Ei
active, Ĉi

)
, where V̂i

active denotes the nodes that have interaction with the active
node vi, Ei

active denotes the action set of vi (Section 4.4), and Ĉi denotes the collection of the process
context of all the nodes within V̂i

active. The action subgraph contains the interactions of the active
node vi with other system entities. ConGraph constructs the action sequence of a node by parsing
the action subgraph of the active node.

Definition 4. Action sequence. The action sequence describes in textual form the interactive
behavior of the process within the system, as well as contextual information about the relevant
system entities. For process vi, its action sequence seqi can be represented as a set of ordered
sequences < seqi

1, seqi
2, seqi

3, · · · , seqi
j >, and each subsequence seqi

j can be represented as a
quintuple < vm, context(vm), action(e), vn, context(vn) >, where vm and vn denote the system
entities associated with process vi; e denotes the edge connecting vm and vn; action(·) denotes the
behavior represented by the edge; and context(·) denotes the process context (Section 4.3).

4. Proposed Model of APT Detection
4.1. System Overview of ConGraph

The architecture of ConGraph is illustrated in Figure 3, it consists of four components:
(1) Log Preprocessing, (2) Process–Context Collector, (3) Sequence Construction and Context
Fusion, and (4) Model Training and Detection.

(1) Log Preprocessing. The module involves the systematic collection and analysis of
system audit logs, browser history, and DNS traffic through an array of tools—system
audit tools (Windows ETW, Linux Auditd, etc.), user browsers (Google Chrome,
Firefox, etc.), and network analysis tools (Wireshark, etc.). These data are subsequently
structured into a provenance graph, arranged chronologically. In this graph, nodes
represent system entities, like processes and files, while edges correspond to system
events, exemplified by process creation.

(2) Process–Context Collector. ConGraph collects API calls of processes at system runtime
through an API call logging tool to obtain interaction characteristics, network charac-
teristics, and file access characteristics of the processes. This enriches the semantic
information of the nodes in the provenance graph. Furthermore, considering the
complexity of matching certain process behavioral characteristics through API calls,
we utilize rule matching to gather and collect these process behavioral features and
other file security features, such as the file sensitivity level.

(3) Sequence Construction and Context Fusion. The module will be divided into five parts:
a⃝ identify active nodes, b⃝ context fusion, c⃝ sequence construction, d⃝ sequence
sampling, and e⃝ sequence embedding. First, ConGraph constructs the active node
set by identifying the nodes with active behavior from the provenance graph. Next,
the process context is fused with the provenance graph generated in Step 1. This
is conducted using the node information from the active node set and the process-
context information gathered by the process–context collector. The process–context
information includes the behavioral characteristics of the process actions and the
accessed files’ features. ConGraph extracts the action sequence of the active node
from the fused provenance graph and completes the anonymized representation of
the information. In addition, due to the great imbalance between attack sequences
and benign sequences, over-sampling and under-sampling processes are performed
on attack and benign sequences, respectively, during the training phase. Finally, we
perform word embedding on the generated sequences to convert the anonymous
representations into numerical representations. This improves the model’s ability to
semantically distinguish between attack sequences and benign sequences.

(4) Model Training and Detection. Through the above module, we collect the action
sequences of attacking nodes and benign nodes. In the model training phase, we use
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the CNN-BiLSTM model to learn the behavioral patterns of APT attack processes and
their corresponding process–context features. BiLSTM is capable of depicting the time-
based behavioral features of the active node and learning the correlations between
other system entities of the attack node. To capture the implicit features of APT attacks
in sequences, we introduce a CNN layer to the model. During the detection phase,
the contextual information is combined with the nodes’ feature sequences to classify
process behavior into normal access or attacks.
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4.2. Log Preprocessing

ConGraph utilizes system audit tools (Windows ETW or Linux Auditd), user browsers
(Google Chrome or Mozilla Firefox), and a traffic analysis tool (Wireshark) to collect
system audit logs, user browsing history, and DNS resolving logs, respectively, to build
a provenance graph. In the graph, nodes represent system entities such as processes and
files, while edges represent system events like writing to files and receiving data from
IP addresses. The provenance graph contains rich causal relationships, such as derived
relationships between processes, files, and network accesses, which helps to model the
relationships of system entities with long time distance and adapts to the problem that APT
attacks are difficult to detect due to their long duration [28].

In addition, in order to reduce the storage and computational overhead of the system.
ConGraph further performs the following optimizations on the constructed provenance
graph to remove redundant and attack-irrelevant nodes and edges without losing the
attack information.

(1) Merge all edges between two nodes that have the same category (e.g., file reads
or writes) and retain only the edges with the earliest timestamps. Duplicate edges
between nodes indicate repeated operations of the nodes over a period of time.
Studies [17,29] have shown that these duplicate edges do not provide additional
valid information for analyzing attacks. The same preprocessing will be used in the
model training and detection phases, ensuring that the method does not affect the
identification of the behavior of the attacking entities.
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(2) If some nodes and edges are involved in the same type of events, such nodes are
grouped together. For example, if there is communication between process P1 and
three network nodes N1, N2, and N3 over a period of time, there will exist a set of edges
{P1 → N1, P1 → N2, P1 → N3}. At this point, we combine the three edges between
N1, N2, and N3 to form {P1 → N1−2−3}, where N1−2−3 stands for the fused node.

(4) Remove all isolated points from the provenance graph. APT attacks usually re-
quire a set of processes and files to cooperate with each other in order to realize the
corresponding attack purpose; therefore, we consider isolated nodes irrelevant to
the attack.

4.3. Process–Context Collector

ConGraph further collects process and file node semantic information in the prove-
nance graph by collecting process context at system runtime. The process context includes
process API call sequences, network behavior, and features of accessed files. The process
context is enumerated in Table 1.

Table 1. Process context collected at system runtime.

Categories No. Description

Process Feature

Runtime Behavior

1 Keylogger
2 Recording microphone
3 Grab screen
4 Execute sensitive commands
5 Access sensitive files
6 the process has no GUI

Network Behavior
7 The ancestor process has network

connections
8 The process accesses the Internet
9 Download file from the Internet

File Feature
10 The file is downloaded from the Internet
11 The file does not contain a valid signature
12 The file is a system-sensitive file

Specifically, for process behaviors, such as screen recording and keyboard logging,
an API call collection tool is utilized (e.g., API Monitor in Windows) to capture API call
sequences from various processes during their operation. This enables a detailed recording
of each process’s behavioral patterns. By identifying the API calls linked to these specific
behaviors, profiles of API sequences corresponding to these behaviors can be constructed.
Subsequently, by matching these API call sequences with the pre-established API sequence
features during system runtime, we are able to obtain the process context.

In addition, to further analyze other behaviors of processes, including whether the
process has a graphical user interface (GUI), whether the process accesses sensitive files
and other process runtime characteristics, as well as file characteristics, ConGraph scans
the system’s runtime processes and uses the Windows SDK and a rule-based approach to
make judgments in order to determine whether the process has a user interface and other
specific features. In addition, it is noted that whether processes try to access sensitive files
can be discovered by checking the relevant attributes and paths of files.

In the CPS environment, ConGraph gathers node information from connected devices.
For instance, in a WSN, the sink node collects and processes data from sensor nodes before
transmitting it to the management computer. ConGraph collects statistical information,
such as sensor node resource occupancy, the number of packets received and sent by nodes,
node packet loss rate, and node energy consumption, in the management computer. These
features will serve as the process context for the WSN control process. They are used to
identify anomalies in WSN and detect potential attack activity in the system.
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According to the process context shown in Table 1, the context of the process node vp
and the file node v f are defined in (1), (2):

context
(
vp

)
=< Pid, Timestamp, RuntimeBehavior, NetworkBehavior > (1)

context
(

v f

)
=< FilePath, Timestamp, FileFeature > (2)

In order to facilitate the fusion of context information and sequence construction,
ConGraph represents the process–context information and file characteristics as a text
sequence. For example, the process context context(P) of process P (Pid = 3698) at the
moment of t1 is denoted as < 3698, t1, grab_screen, access_Internet >, which indicates that
the runtime behavior of process P at the moment of t1 consists of grabbing the screen and
the network behavior consists of accessing the Internet.

The process–context collector module enables a more comprehensive depiction of
the behavioral patterns of the processes in the provenance graph. This includes their
associations with file nodes and details of network behavior. The resulting information
enhances ConGraph’s interpretability for APT attack detection and enables more effective
analysis and detection of such attacks.

4.4. Sequence Construction and Context Fusion

After obtaining the provenance graph and the corresponding process–context infor-
mation, they are fused to construct the corresponding sequence of provenance graphs for
model training and detection.

Identify Active Nodes. ConGraph identifies all nodes from the provenance graph that
are associated with critical behaviors and have active behaviors. For the provenance graph
G = (V, E), where V denotes the set of nodes in the provenance graph, and it is associated
with three types, namely processes node, file node, and network node, and E denotes
the set of edges in the provenance graph along with multiple edge types (e.g., process
creation, destruction, and file read, write operations, etc.), which are used to represent
the interactions of nodes within the system. The active node set Vactive = {Vout ∪ VWC} is
constructed by traversing the provenance graph G. This involves identifying all nodes from
G whose out-degree is bigger than 0.

Vout = {vi |vi ∈ V, out − degree(vi)> 0} (3)

and whose edge types are destination nodes in the set of critical behaviors ACT.

VWC = {vdst | vdst ∈ V, ∃e(vsrc, vdst) ∈ E, type(e(vsrc, vdst)) ∈ ACT} (4)

Here, ACT = {write, connect, encrypt, · · ·} denotes the set of critical behaviors;
e(vsrc, vdst) denotes the edge between the source node vsrc and the destination node vdst,
and type(·) represents the type of the edge. Nodes in VWC typically represent files or
network nodes that are actively modified or accessed by processes; such files or network
nodes are usually accessed by other nodes and may become critical links in the attack path.

Next, ConGraph constructs the corresponding action set Eactive for the nodes in Vactive.
For a given node vi∈ Vactive, its action set can be represented as

Ei
active = {e(vsrc, vdst)|i ∈ {src, dst}, e(vsrc, vdst) ∈ E, vsrc ∈ Vactive, vdst ∈ Vactive} (5)

where src and dst indicate that the node belongs to the source and destination nodes,
respectively, and e(vsrc, vdst) denotes the edge between vsrc and vdst.

Context Fusion. After identifying the active nodes in the provenance graph, the
collected process context is merged with the provenance-graph nodes. Based on the
timestamp of the collected process context, the pid of the process, and the path of the file
are matched with the set of active nodes Vactive in the provenance graph, the provenance
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graph fused with the process context GC = (Vactive, Eactive, C) can be obtained, where C
denotes the set of process contexts of the active nodes.

The process of matching nodes from Vactive with the process context defined in Sec-
tion 4.3 involves sequentially taking out nodes and matching them based on their type in
the provenance graph. For a node vp of process type, the attributes in the process context
context

(
vp

)
(Equation (1)) are matched with the pid attribute of the process node, yielding

the set of contexts of the process node vp

Cp =
{

context
(
vp

)∣∣pid
(
vp

)
= pid

(
context

(
vp

))}
(6)

where pid(·) denotes the pid obtained from the process node or the process context. It is
possible for a process node to contain multiple process contexts with different timestamps.
The one that has the closest time stamp will be selected to construct the activity sequence
of the node.

Similarly, for the file node v f , the context set of the file node v f is obtained by match-

ing the path of the file with the path in the file node context information context
(

v f

)
(Equation (2))

C f =
{

context
(

v f

)∣∣∣path
(

v f

)
= path

(
context

(
v f

))}
(7)

where path(·) denotes the path to the file obtained from the file node or context information.
Sequence Construction. In the provenance graph GC that is fused with process context,

the action subgraph Ĝi corresponding to the active node vi is extracted from the provenance
graph fused with the process context GC in terms of node vi in the active node set Vactive.

Ĝi =
(

V̂i
active, Ei

active, Ĉi

)
(8)

where {
V̂i

active =
{

vj
∣∣e(vi, vj

)
or e

(
vj, vi

)
∈ Ei

active
}

Ĉi ⊆ C
(9)

V̂i
active denotes the set of all nodes connected by active node vi through edges within Ei

active,
and Ĉi denotes the set of context information of all nodes within V̂i

active. With the action sub-
graph Ĝi corresponding to the active node vi, we convert the relevant behavior of vi within
the system into its corresponding action sequence seqi =< seqi

1, seqi
2, seqi

3, · · · , seqi
j >.

Specifically, for the activity subgraph Ĝi corresponding to node vi, after sorting the edges
in Ei

active into
{

ei
1, ei

2, ei
3, · · · , ei

j

}
according to the timestamps, ConGraph takes out the edge

ei
j and the corresponding node pair < vi

m, vi
n > from Ei

active, and take out the corresponding

process context of the node pairs from Ĉi, and construct the action sequence of the edge ei
j

and the corresponding node according to Equation (10).

seqi
j =< vi

m, context
(

vi
m

)
, action

(
ei

j

)
, vi

n, context
(

vi
n

)
> (10)

where context(·) denotes the context information of the process, and action(·) denotes the
behavior represented by the edge.

It is worth noting that the construction of the action sequence is time-dependent. As
shown in Figure 4, at the moment of t1, process A forks process B; at the moment of t2,
process A writes the file F1 and process B reads the file F2, and process A does not access
the network before that; at the moment of t3, process A accesses the network, and process B
reads the file F1 and sends it over the network. Hence, the context of process B before t3 will
not record the network behavior of the “ancestor-process access network”. The time-based
sequence construction matches the nodes with the corresponding process context according
to the occurrence time of the event to accurately characterize the runtime behavior of the
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process, thus improving the ability of the model to capture the association between the
attack behavior and the process context.
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After constructing the sequence, it is necessary to anonymize the node and edge
representations to retain the original semantics of the complete sequence and adapt the
sequence-based model learning. The specific conversion types are shown in Table 2. Taking
file nodes as an example, they will be mapped from low-level semantics to high-level
semantics of file nodes according to the node names and paths. Specifically, the file type is
divided into three categories: system_file for system-operation-related files, program_file
for program directory files, and user_file for documents created or downloaded by the user.

Table 2. Anonymous representation of nodes and edges.

Type Representation

Node
File system_file, program_file, user_file

Process system_process, program_process, user_process
Network socket, web_object, domain, IP_address

Edges bind, sock_send, write, delete, fork, resolve,
web_request, refer, connect, read, executed

Sequence Sampling. Since APT attacks are stealthy, the attacker will conceal its
behavior in a huge number of system operations, so the amount of attack data and normal
data is unbalanced. Training models on such datasets may result in a model that tends to
learn the features of normal sequences and has a weak recognition ability and low recall in
detecting attack sequences. Therefore, undersample benign samples and oversample attack
samples can be carried out to alleviate the sample imbalance problem. For a large number
of benign samples, we calculate sequence similarity using the Levenshtein distance [30].
If the similarity between the sequence in the sample and other sequences in that sample
exceeds a certain threshold, we remove it from the sample. For a smaller number of
attack sequences, we oversampled the sequences using a mutation-based mechanism [31]
to include more attack sequences that were not triggered by the current scenario. The
oversampling mechanism based on mutation modifies the anonymous representation of
corresponding positions of the sequence to other representations of the same type in order
to cover similar sequences that may appear in other attacks. This preserves the original
sequence behavior and improves the model’s generalization ability. Specifically, for an
edge sequence seqi

j (shown in Equation (10)) in the action sequence seqi, we replace it with

other anonymous representations under the same type based on the type of node vi
m and

vi
n, as well as edge behavior action

(
ei

j

)
after abstraction.
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Sequence Embedding. Finally, the sequence is embedded to convert the anonymous
representation into a numerical one, which ensures that the model can better distinguish
differences between samples during the training process, thus improving the accurate
identification of potential attack behaviors. For the active sequence seqi of active node vi,
which contains the node’s contextual information and anonymous behavioral representa-
tion, we use the method described in [31] to map this textualized action sequence into a
vector representation.

4.5. Model Training and Detection

The sequences collected above contain all the activities of the system entities and
their contextual behavioral information, both normal and attack. To learn the activity
patterns of system entities over time, we use a CNN-BiLSTM model to model the process
behavior and learn APT attack behavioral features. This model combines the advantages of
a convolutional neural network (CNN) for extracting spatial features and the capability of
a bidirectional long short-term memory network (BiLSTM) for capturing long-term depen-
dencies to learn the interaction behaviors among system entities. The model architecture is
shown in Figure 5.
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The input layer receives the vector representation of action sequences as input. To
avoid the problem of gradient vanishing, the input layer requires fixed-length sequence data.
Therefore, we truncate the sequences that exceed the set maximum length. Additionally, the
sequences with insufficient length are filled with zero. The input process action sequences
are transformed into dense embedding vectors by the embedding layer to effectively
capture the semantic relevance of process behaviors. A one-dimensional convolutional
layer (CNN) is used in conjunction with a MaxPooling layer to extract behavioral patterns
of processes in the action sequence and capture implicit features. This helps to learn the
correlation between the behaviors of the APT attacks in the sequences and the process
context. The bidirectional LSTM layer (BiLSTM) captures long-term associations of system
entities at runtime in long sequences to learn the interactions between attacking nodes and
other relevant system entities. The dense layer outputs the model’s predictions for process
activity sequences through the sigmoid activation function.

In order to learn the features of APT attacks effectively, ConGraph uses binary cross
entropy (BCE) as the loss function of the model, and BCE is defined as follows:

BCE = − 1
N

N

∑
i=1

yi · log(p(yi)) + (1 − yi) · log(1 − p(yi)) (11)

where N denotes the number of samples, yi denotes the true label (0 or 1) of the ith sample;
and p(yi) denotes the probability that the model predicts the ith sample to be a positive
class. The binary cross entropy is adapted to the binary classification detection scenario
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of APT attack detection and can provide an effective gradient to prevent the problem of
gradient vanishing during the training process, which improves the performance of the
model to learn APT attack behaviors.

5. Experiment
5.1. Dataset and Experimental Setup

During the experiment, we construct similar APT attack environments based on the
dataset provided by ATLAS [31], since the current publicly available dataset lacks process
context at system runtime. The dataset contains system audit logs of APTs in six multi-host
environments and many simulated user activities (e.g., browsing websites and reading
emails) in a Windows environment. Table 3 details the characteristics of the APTs in
the dataset.

Table 3. Overview of the ATLAS dataset.

ID APT Campaign Exploit CVE
Attack Features * Numberof Entity

PL PA INJ IG BD LM DE Attack Non-Attack

M-1 Strategic web compromise [32] 2015-5122 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 28 17,565
M-2 Targeted GOV phishing [33] 2015-5199 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 36 24,450
M-3 Malvertising dominate [34] 2015-3105 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 36 24,424
M-4 Monero miner by Rig [35] 2018-8174 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 28 15,378
M-5 Pony campaign [36] 2017-0199 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 30 35,671
M-6 Spam campaign [27] 2017-11882 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 42 19,580

* PL: Phishing link; PA: Phishing attachment; INJ: Injection; IG: Information gathering; BD: Backdoor; LM: Lateral
movement; DE: Data exfiltration.

The dataset comprises 4.4 GB of audit log data from 6 attack simulations generating
20,000 unique entities. Each attack scenario contains 24 h of audit logs and simulates a
variety of normal user activities. Among them, M-1 to M-6 represent APT attack scenarios
targeting six APTs across multiple hosts. The dataset includes multiple APT attack phases,
such as phishing email links, phishing email attachments, injections, and lateral movement.
In the provenance graph, the nodes associated with the attacks also account for less than
3% of the nodes in the provenance graph, which is similar to real-world scenarios.

To collect process context, we replicate the operational environment of this experiment
by simulating normal user behavior and executing attacks over a period of time, construct-
ing a dataset containing context information. We use this dataset to detect APT activities in
one attack scenario by training models on other attack scenarios. This allows us to evaluate
the effectiveness of ConGraph for APT attack detection in each scenario. For instance, if
the objective is to identify attacks in scenario M-1, a model will be trained using audit logs
from five other attack samples, excluding M-1. The performance of the trained model in
detecting attacks will be tested using the audit logs of attack scenario M-1 to ensure that the
training and testing data do not overlap. The model will be trained for each attack scenario
for detection, and the sequences associated with the nodes will be randomly divided into a
training set (75%) and a validation set (25%).

5.2. Comparison Experiment

We compare the proposed detection methods with the following existing models:
DeepLog [25], Deepro [37], and LogBert [38]. The comparison results are shown in Table 4,
where the bold data are the best results for the corresponding scenarios. DeepLog utilizes an
anomaly detection model of LSTM to model system logs as natural language sequences and
learns logging patterns from normal execution. Deepro designs provenance graphs with
three new meta-paths to extract causality in the provenance graph and uses a customized
MAGNN model for APT attack detection. LogBert is a self-supervised framework for log
anomaly detection based on Transformer’s Bidirectional Encoder Representation (BERT).
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Table 4. Results of comparison experiment.

Scenario Methods
Metrics

Precision Recall F1-Score

M-1

DeepLog 0.8064 0.6854 0.6496
Deepro 0.8947 1 0.9444
LogBert 0.7512 0.5724 0.6497

ConGraph 0.9936 0.9935 0.9935

M-2

DeepLog 0.7806 0.6104 0.5408
Deepro 0.8824 0.9357 0.9091
LogBert 0.707 0.4725 0.5664

ConGraph 0.9922 0.992 0.992

M-3

DeepLog 0.7824 0.6158 0.5493
Deepro 0.85 0.9444 0.8947
LogBert 0.7329 0.4758 0.577

ConGraph 0.969 0.9684 0.9684

M-4

DeepLog 0.7843 0.6214 0.5582
Deepro 1 0.875 0.9333
LogBert 0.7753 0.5774 0.6619

ConGraph 0.9603 0.9591 0.9591

M-5

DeepLog 0.7878 0.6239 0.5758
Deepro 0.9529 0.8929 0.9091
LogBert 0.6996 0.4847 0.5727

ConGraph 0.916 0.9051 0.9095

M-6

DeepLog 0.7863 0.6274 0.5674
Deepro 1 0.7333 0.8462
LogBert 0.7312 0.5518 0.629

ConGraph 0.8592 0.8184 0.8131

Avg.

DeepLog 0.7879 0.6306 0.5735
Deepro 0.9255 0.8968 0.9061
LogBert 0.7329 0.5224 0.6094

ConGraph 0.9467 0.9394 0.9392

By comparing the experiments, it can be concluded that ConGraph achieves a precision
of 94.67% and a recall of 93.94% in six APT attack scenarios involving multiple hosts. In
scenario M1, the attacker exploits CVE-2015-5122 [32] by tricking the user into clicking
on a link that redirects to a malicious website. The attacker then uses this link to exploit
the CVE-2015-5122 vulnerability, causing the Firefox plugin to break and allowing the
attacker to write the payload program ‘payload.exe’ onto the compromised host. Then,
the payload program scans the host for files, establishes a connection with the attacker,
and uploads all PDF files. The low recall of DeepLog and LogBert in this scenario is
attributed to their reliance on log templates defined in advance. These models only extract
log keys from log entries and submit them into the detection model. Furthermore, Deepro
utilizes a heterogeneous graph neural network to detect APT attack activities within the
provenance graph. However, due to the absence of process–context information, Deepro
may misidentify certain benign activities as attacks, resulting in a decrease in precision.

Figure 6 shows the precision of ConGraph in classifying benign and malicious se-
quences for scenarios M1 to M6. Upon analyzing the false positives that arose during the
experiments, it was discovered that in the M-5 and M-6 attack scenarios, most of the false
positives were caused by benign IP addresses. These normal IP communications are similar
to the malicious IP addresses that perform command and control (C&C) behaviors, result-
ing in a degradation of the model’s performance in classifying such malicious IP addresses.
However, administrators can filter out false positives by examining traffic content and
domain registration information to identify the corresponding IP addresses.
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Figure 6. Precision of benign and malicious sequences in scenarios M1 to M6.

5.3. Ablation Experiment

In this section, we explore the effectiveness of the proposed process context for APT
attack detection. To demonstrate that process–context information provides critical attack
semantic information in sequence model classification, the collected data is re-embedded
and the model is trained in a multi-host scenario after removing the process context.

Table 5 illustrates the results of our ablation experiments, and the bold data are the
best results for the corresponding scenarios. The baseline in the table indicates that the
process context has been removed from ConGraph. As can be summarized from the table,
in the M-1 multi-host attack scenario, our method improves the precision rate by 5.13%, the
recall rate by 6.74%, and the F-1 score by 6.74%. It implies that the introduction of process
context provides important contextual information to the sequence model, which enables it
to classify APT attack entities more accurately.

Table 5. Results of ablation experiment.

Scenarios
Metrics

Precision Recall F1-Score

M-1
baseline 0.9323 0.9261 0.9261

+process context 0.9836 0.9935 0.9935

M-2
baseline 0.9892 0.9889 0.9889

+process context 0.9922 0.992 0.992

M-3
baseline 0.9466 0.9432 0.9431

+process context 0.969 0.9684 0.9684

M-4
baseline 0.9347 0.9282 0.9279

+process context 0.9603 0.9591 0.9591

M-5
baseline 0.8941 0.874 0.8724

+process context 0.9155 0.9051 0.9045

M-6
baseline 0.8415 0.7835 0.7739

+process context 0.8592 0.8184 0.8131

The M-6 scenario involves exploiting the CVE-2017-11882 vulnerability to launch an
attack on the target machine. The victim host downloads an email with a malicious payload,
which allows the attacker to gain privileges on the target host. The attacker then delivers
other payloads and steals files from the target system to gain higher control privileges and
maintain persistent control over the target. Upon the ablation experiment results, it was
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discovered that the M-4 scenario, lacking support from the process context, resulted in
high false negatives. The reason for this is that the attacker accessed sensitive files on the
target system when stealing files. In this case, the attack sequence without process–context
information appears similar to the behavior sequence of a normal process accessing files,
making it difficult for the model to differentiate between normal and attack sequences.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed ConGraph, an APT detection method based on a prove-
nance graph combined with process context in CPS environments. ConGraph collects
provenance data from the system to construct the provenance graph. Additionally, we
present a module for collecting process context to detect APT attacks. The module col-
lects data on file-access behavior, network-access behavior, and interactive relationships
between processes to enhance the provenance-graph structure. This allows for a more
granular portrayal of process behavioral patterns. After reducing the provenance graph,
the active nodes are extracted, the process context is fused with the reduced graph, and the
textualized action sequences of the active nodes are extracted. Then, we detect APT attacks
using the sequence-based model after anonymizing and embedding the sequence. By
simulating APT attacks to collect process–context information, we constructed a simulated
attack dataset. Based on this dataset, we conducted a comparative analysis of ConGraph
with other machine learning (DeepLog) and deep learning (LogBert, Deepro) based APT
detection methods. In 6 experimental scenarios, ConGraph demonstrated an average im-
provement of 13.12%, 25.61%, and 24.28% in precision, recall, and F1 score, respectively,
compared to the aforementioned methods.

However, introducing a process–context information collector in a CPS environment
may add overhead to the system. Conversely, the absence of process context may degrade
the model’s classification performance for unknown threats. For instance, to identify partial
process runtime and file features through non-API calls, it is essential to obtain a list of
runtime processes in the system and evaluate them individually. The process context that
requires individual evaluation consumes system resources for detection purposes. In the
CPS environment, computational resources may be limited, and researchers need to dynam-
ically add or delete process context based on the actual system resource situation to balance
system performance and detection accuracy. In future work, researchers can improve the
process–context screening method by considering the following aspects: Analyzing APT
malware-related attack patterns to identify behavioral characteristics of malware and using
genetic algorithms to find combinations of process context that distinguish between attack
and benign behaviors.
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